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9. That a paid organising secretary be appointed.
Io. That the Committee shall have power to consult the

solicitor to the Association or some other solicitor to be
approved by the Council.

iI. That the Committee report its proceedings to the
Council.

I2. That under no circumstances shall the damages in-
curred by a medical man in any proceedings be paid by the
Association. 4

13. That the accounts in the matter of medical defence be
kept entirely distinct from the general accounts of the Associa-
tion.

14. That the Standing Committee under the direction of
the Council shall be entrusted to carry out the following as
well as any other duties of medical defence:

(a) Defence of members of the medical profession in re-
spect of civil and criminal proceedings instituted against
them.

(b) Proceedings instituted by members of the medical pro-
fession for libel or slander published against them.

(c) Settlement of disputes between members of the
medical profession and questions of professional conduct
and etiquette.

(d) The protection of the privileges and interests of
members of the medical profession generally, and also as
affected by any particular 1egisration.

(e) Proceedings under the penal or any other clauses of the
Medical Act, I858.
(f) Proceedings under the penal clauses of the Apothecaries

Act, I8I5.
(a) Proceedings under any other Act affecting the interests

of the medical profession.
The questions which the Branches are requested to answer

are subjoined, and it is particularly requested that the
numbers voting either way should be recorded and returned
with the reply:

I. is your Branch in favour, or not, of the Association
undertaking the duties of individual and collective medical
defence ?

2. Is your Branch in favour, or not, of the scheme as
finally drafted by the Committee ?

.3. If not, what amendments does your Branch suggest ?

MEDICAL SICKNESS AND ACCIDENT SOCIETY.
THE usual monthly meeting of the Medical Sickness, An-
nuity, and Life Assurance Society was held on January 15th
at 429, Strand, London.
There were present the Chairman, Dr. de Havilland Hall,

Dr. G. E. Herman, one of the Treasurers Dr. J. B. Ball, Dr.
M. Greenwood, Mr. Frederick Wallace, hr. Walter Smith,
Mr, J. Brindley James, Dr. J. Pickett, Dr. Alfred S. Gubb,
and Dr. W. Knowsley Sibley.
The accounts presented showed that the amount of benefit

money paid to the members is still increasing, although well
within what is expected and provided for in the tables of
premiums. Many of those who joined the Society when it
first commenced operations in I884 have now reached an age
at which illness becomes both more frequent and more likely
to prevent a medical practitioner from performing his duties,
and while the steady increase in the number of claims and of
their average duration shows how necessary such a Society is,
the satisfactory growth of the reserves, which now amount to
over /Jioo,ooo, proves that the Medical Sickness and Accident
Society was founded on a correct actuarial basis, and that the
large and important work it had to performwas properly
estimated.
As usual at the first meeting of the committee for the year

a careful investigation was made into the cases of chroxiic
sickness. Special reports were presented in each of these
and it was found that in at least seven instances members
were receiving sickness benefit under circumstances which
leave little or no hope that they will ever be able to again
perform professional work. Nearly £5,ooo has already been
paid to these members, and the majority of -them seem likely
tb receive the much-needed aid of the Society for many years
to come.
The ordinary sickness claims show an increase uusal at this

period of the year, caused by throat and chest affections to
which medical men are specially liable, and a considerable
number of claims have been produced By accident. More
than half of these have been met with in riding or driving,
but a considerable proportion arise from causes of a strictly
professional nature.
The full accounts for 1896 are not yet complete, but when

they are produced it is clear that they will show that during
the year just ended the Medical Sickness and Accident
Society has done a very large amount of useful work, and is
fully carrying out the intention of its founders.
Prospectuses and all particulars may be obtained on appli-

cation to Mr. F. Addiscott, secretary, Medical Sickness and
Accident Society, 33, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.

A CENTRAL HOSPITAL BOARD FOR LONDON.
A SPECIAL meeting of the Council of the Charity Organisation
Society was held at the United Service Institution on Monday,
January 25th, to consider the question of a Central Hospital
Board for London, and to appoint a General Committee for
the purpose of promoting its establishment. The EARL OF
STAMFORD presided, and the meeting was numerously
attended.
The SECRETARY (Mr. C. S. Loch) read letters from the Duke

of Bedford, Duke of Fife, Lord Cranbrook, Mr. Gladstone, Sir
James Paget, and others, regretting their inability to attend.
Dr. T. Lauder Brunton wrote asking that, for the present, his
name should not be on the Committee.
The CHAIRMAN said that he believed the time had arrived

when a step forward should be taken in regard to the scheme
for the establishment of a Central Hospital Board. The
scheme proposed to give assistance from a common fund to
the medical charities, and provided machinery for the super-
vision of the existing voluntary system. There was no inten-
tion to intercept the donations which might be given to the
individual organisations.

Sir WILLIAM BROADBENT moved the following-resolution:
That this meeting affirms the resolution adopted on April O3th last

approving of the establishment of a Central Hospital Board for London on
a representative basis, and accepts the draft submitted to it as indicating
a plan that, subject to further consideration and modification, is likely
to prove satisfactory; and that the following be a General Committee '
to consider, promote, and from time to time report upon the draft
scheme, with power to add to their number and appoint an Executive
Committee.
Sir William said that nothing in the proceedings of the meet-
ing could be taken as hostile to hospitals. He supposed that
the abuses which had arisen in hospital work were known to
every individual present. The number of out-patients seen
every year amounted to something like 1,30o,ooo, and he did
not consider it possible that it could only represent those
who were fit and proper objects for medical and surgical relief.
Do what they could, it was an undoubted fact that patients
came to hospitals who did not belong to a proper class for
relief at those institutions. To the members of the medical
profession generally it was a matter of great interest.
Primarily, it concerned the general practitioner, who, from
the fact that people who were able to pay for medical advice
obtained it for nothing at the hospitals, suffered seriously.
The matter also concerned the hospital physicians and sur-
geons, who felt deeply that they were often made the means
of inflicting injury on their professional brethren. Sub-
scribers to the hospitals further objected when they were
aware they paid for medical advice to people who could
quite as well afford to pay for it as themselves. On the part
of the physicians and surgeons there was waste of energy; on
the part of the hospital subscribers there was a waste of
money. To this state of things many causes had contributed,
and one of the main causes was the isolation of the great
hospitals from each other. There had been no intercommuni-
catiop, no comparison of work or methods, among the great
hospitals, and thus diversities had arisen, and increasing
divergences, which had left gaps. Those gaps had sometimes

1 The preliminary list of the General Committee contains o50 names of
persons, many of them members of the medical profession who approve
generally of the proposal to establish a Central Hospital Board for the
Metropolis, on lines that shall ensure a fair representation"of the medi-
cal staff and of the lay supporters of the medical charities.
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been filled by small institutions, which in the opinion of
many had done great harm. The hospitals originally made a
serious omission in not recognising early the necessity for
specialities. When, owing to the advance in surgery and
medicine, certain necessary specialties developed, the hos-
pitals were not quick enough to recognise and provide for
the necessity; and hence arose special hospitals. He him-
self had never objected to special hospitals; their merits
and their necessity he had always recognised, but they were
particularly liable to abuse. Since one of the great causes of
the difficulties they had now to contend with arose from the
isolation and the competition of the hospitals, the means of
remedy must be in co-ordination. Nothing must hinder or
restrict the energies of the different hospitals, and there was
no idea of extinguishing the rivalry between them, but
the rivalry must be in the direction of the good
of the patients, and not merely in the direction
of increasing the number of patients, and being able
to put forward specious claims for the support of the
public founded merely on numbers, and not founded
on real efficiency or on the value of the work accomplished.
He would like to see a local co-ordination; each large hos-
pital with its medical school should be a centre of usefulness,
with which should be affiliated the provident dispensaries,
representing, as they did, those among the working classes
who were willing to pay for their medical advice. He would
say the same in respect to friendly societies, which actually
helped hospitals, and they ought to receive something more
in return than a certain number of out-patient letters. It
would be a good thing if there were some affiliation between
the large central hospitals and the surrounding institutions
with the same objects in view. What was wanted was " a
'hospital brain," which should receive information from all
sources, andwhich should from the experience gained thereby
give instruction again. With regard to the question of the
formation of a Central Board, he confessed himself entirely
out of his depth. The functions of such a Board were clear
enough, and he considered that in the schemewhich had been
laid before him they had been set forth very clearly. There
was no principle of compulsion in the scheme; it was
simply to obtain information from all institutions, and as
far as possible, with that information, to give encourage-
ment in the form of money grants for efficiency as
decided from the reports of representatives and visitors. In
his opinion it was as experts that the Charity Organisation
Society had formulated the scheme which was submitted to
them, and he considered that the charitable public of London
was much indebted to that Society for drawing up that
scheme. In the scheme submitted to them the Charity
Organisation Society did not appear at all; the whole power
was vested in representatives from the hospitals, with which
the Society had nothing to do. It seemed to him a matter of
congratulation that there was a possibility of a large scheme
for collecting funds for the benefit of the London hospitals on
the part of the Prince of Wales, in connection with the cele-
bration of the Queen's reign. It was known to all that His
Royal Highness the Prince of Wales had set Guy's Hospital
upon its feet again; and he considered this new scheme was
worthy of the Queen, of the Prince, and of the occasion. He
sincerely hoped that these rumours would turn out to be well
founded, and that the scheme would have every success. If
that scheme succeeded and money was collected a committee
of distribution would become a matter of necessity, and for
that particular purpose and occasion would act as a Central
Hospital Board, and would have to obtain information from
all hospitals and distribute its funds, not merely in relation
to the apparent necessities of the hospital, but with some
regard to the merits ot the different institutions. That
Central Board, it seemed to him, very possibly might turn
out to be the Central Hospital Board, which they all desired.
If the principle of representation which they had had laid
before them by the Charity Organisation Society could be
carried out in that body, he considered it would be the
best way of securing the proper distribution of the funds.
Mr. VICTOR HORSLEY, in seconding the resolution,, said

that as the meeting was practically the only remaining
occasion on which the principle at issue could be discussed,
he hoped that those who were best able to judge would be
heard at length.

Mr. MYERS moved the following amendment to the resolu-
tion:
That the Charity Organisation Society-draw up recommendations to the

Boards of the London hospitals, etc., to enable those Boards as much as
possible to compare their relative expenditure, and to profit when expe-
dient thereby; and also to enable the Charity Organisation Society to
draw up accurate annual reports and statements of accounts of those
charities. (2) That this Society issue such advice as they may deem expe-
dient for the better regulation of the out-patient department of the
various hospitals and dispensaries.
This was seconded by Mr. GRIFFITHS WILKINS.
The Rev. Dr. WACE hoped they would not be called upon

on that occasion to adopt any resolution which would pledge
them to the scheme proposed.
The amendment was lost a large majority voting against it.
Mr. KEETLEY then moved the following amendment:
That this meeting affirms the resolution adopted on April 13th, x8g6,

approving of the establishment of a Central Hospital Board for London on
a representative basis, and suggests that all further steps taken in the
establishment of such Board should be taken by a Committee of repre.
sentatives duly elected by the individual authorities:of the hospitals.
That Lord Stamford, Sir William Broadbent, and Mr. Loch be requested
to adopt the necessary initiative steps in this matter.
Dr. MORGAN DOCKRELL seconded the amendment, which

was also lost by a large majority.
The CHAIRMAN then put the resolution to the meeting, with

the result that it was carried by a large majority, 121 voting
for it, and I2 against.
The usual vote of thanks to the Chairman concluded the

proceedings.

QUEEN'S COLLEGE, BELFAST.
JUBILEE CELEBRATIONS.

THE celebration in connection with the opening of the new-
physiological and pathological laboratories at Queen's College,
Belfast, of which we gave some account last week, were con--
tinued on January 20th, when Lord Lister was presented with
an address by the North of Ireland Branch of the British
Medical Association and by the Ulster Medical Society, and
delivered an address, a revised report of which we hope to-
publish in an early number.

PRESENTATION OF ADDRESS TO LORD LISTER.
The meeting was held in the College Library, and the chair

was taken by the President of the College, the Rev. Dr.
HAMILTON.
The CHAIRMAN, in opening the proceedings, said it had been

one of the great pleasures and advantages of those jubilee
celebrations that they had brought to the shores of Ireland a
number of most distinguished savants to joy with them in
their joy, and to hearten and encourage them in their work.
Amongst those there was no one whose name was more highly
to be honoured, and no one whom they welcomed there more
cordially, than the great high priest and apostle of antiseptic
surgery-Lord Lister. When it became known in Belfast that
he had kindly consented to come there and deliver an address
in connection with the opening of their new laboratories, one-
universal feeling of satisfaction was felt, not only throughout.
the College, but, he might add, also throughout the entire
city.
Professor WHITLA, who on rising was warmly received,

stated that as President of the North of Ireland Branch of the
British Medical Association, it fell to his lot to welcome
Lord Lister in the name of 280 medical men enrolled in their
large and flourishing Branch. In extending this welcome to
Lord Lister they were joined hand and heart with the Ulster
Medical Society, who this year had the privilege of being pre-
sided over by one of the most distinguished anatomists of the
day, in the person of Professor Symington. Representativei
of the medical profession had assembled in that room to
testify their appreciation of the result of Lord Lister's life
work. Whatever differences of opinion might exist between
rival schools of thought or of practice, the entire profession of
all countries felt as one man about the value of the results
which had flowed from the brilliant labours of Lord Lister.
When the two societies joined to present the address to him
they little expected that the Queen would open that marvel-
lous year of her reign by honouring the British peerage by
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